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Editor’s Introduction
This ACM Ubiquity Symposium presented some of the current thinking about big data
developments across four topical dimensions: social, technological, application, and
educational. While 10 articles can hardly touch the expanse of the field, we have sought to cover
the most important issues and provide useful insights for the curious reader. More than two
dozen authors from academia and industry provided shared their points of view, their current
focus of interest and their outlines of future research. Big digital data has changed and will
change the world in many ways. It will bring some big benefits in the future, but combined with
big AI and big IoT devices creates several big challenges. These must be carefully addressed and
properly resolved for the future benefit of humanity.
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The “Big Data Symposium” began with the argument that the important thing about data is not
that they are “big” in terms of volume, variety, velocity, but that they are digital. In principle,
this means that huge amounts of data are available to anyone in the world over the internet. In
practice much data are private and not available. Even private data are finding their way
through the internet as many organizations find traditional transactional data have monetary
value and are making them available on a commercial basis. The new generations of data that
could be used in the social sciences represent a quantum shift from what was available to
previous generations, but in practice those data are not freely available to researchers, when
they are available at all. Digital data have enormous latent value and those who hold it are
generally reluctant to make it available open source and free of charge.
The impact of digital data on society is very great and increasing. Social networks and big data
determine what is noticed and acted upon. This is illustrated by the tweeting elected official
speaking directly to the public, the emergence of targeted advertising, and “false news” that
can influence the outcome of elections. Two billion people are signed up to Facebook [1],
providing a free platform for rich interactions between families and other groups, while
creating an amazing database of social connections and individual behaviors that is privately
owned and controlled by the tech giant. But Facebook is not an anomaly, other social network
sites also have large numbers of users and large privately owned databases of user behavior.
The number of logged in users is estimated as follows: YouTube (1.5 billion), WeChat (889
million), Instagram (700 million), Twitter (328 million), and Snapchat (255 million) [2]. At the
time of this writing, Google processes 3.5 billion searches per day, or 1.2 trillion searches per
year[3]. These data give deep and new insights into human behavior. For example, Seth Stevens
discovered while people tend to tell lies on Facebook, their Google searches reflect deep
personal truths [4]. The same infrastructure that enables some people to maintain their social
relationships is used by others to promote hate and intimidate. For example, the British House
of Commons released a report in 2017 that focused on online hate crimes: “We took evidence
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from Google (the parent company of YouTube), Twitter and Facebook on hate speech and
extremism published on their platforms. … It was shockingly easy to find examples of material
that was intended to stir up hatred against ethnic minorities on all three of the social media
platforms that we examined—YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. … YouTube was awash with
videos that promoted far-right racist tropes, such as anti-Semitic conspiracy theories” [5]. In
another context, a 2013 Rand study [6] concluded, “Evidence from the primary research
conducted confirmed that the Internet played a role in the radicalization process of the violent
extremists and terrorists whose cases we studied ... our research supports the suggestion that
the Internet may enhance opportunities to become radicalized, as a result of being available to
many people, and enabling connection with like-minded individuals from across the world
24/7,” and “secondly, our research supports the suggestion that the Internet may act as an
‘echo chamber’ for extremist beliefs; in other words, the Internet may provide a greater
opportunity than offline interactions to confirm existing beliefs.”
The information required for policy is massive in scale, fine-grained in resolution, and
distributed over many data sources. Here policy includes city and transportation planning,
provision of health and welfare, control of epidemics, financial regulation, and much else that
keeps enables our societies to function. This requires a new understanding of digital data for
policy applications.

Digital Data Technology
New devices, network, and storage technologies combined with new platform architectures
have enabled and driven the huge growth in digital data. Already a new generation of
technological innovation is under way to support new generations of digital data processing;
HPC (high-performance computing) is a strategic resource for Europe's future as it allows
researchers to study and understand complex phenomena while allowing policy makers to
make better decisions and enabling industry to innovate in products and services. The
European Commission believes societal, scientific, and economic needs are the drivers for the
next generation of HPC, computing with exascale performance (10 to the power of 18 floating
point operations per second). Modern scientific discovery requires very high computing power
and the capability to deal with huge volumes of data. Industry and SMEs are increasingly relying
on the power of supercomputers to invent innovative solutions, reduce costs, and decrease
time to market for products and services; HPC is part of a global race. Many countries (USA,
Japan, Russia, China, Brazil, and India) have announced ambitious plans for building the next
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generation of HPC with exascale performance and deploying state-of-the-art supercomputers
[7].

Data Science Applications
Apart from individuals using the internet for antisocial purposes, criminal organizations are
exploiting weaknesses in the new and poorly understood consequences of digital data. For
example, machine learning can be subverted, while corporate security is a big data problem.
More positively, large heterogeneous digital data are essential in public administration and
commerce. This brings new requirements and technical challenges: “One of the key challenges
in building systems to support policy informatics is information integration. Synthetic
information environments (SIEs) present a methodological and technological solution that goes
beyond the traditional approaches of systems theory, agent-based simulation, and model
federation. An SIE is a multi-theory, multi-actor, multi-perspective system that supports
continual data uptake, state assessment, decision analysis, and action assignment based on
large-scale high-performance computing infrastructures. An SIE allows rapid course-of-action
analysis to bound variances in outcomes of policy interventions, which in turn allows the short
time-scale planning required in response to emergencies such as epidemic outbreaks.”

Data Science and Education
Although digital data has huge latent value, extracting that value is becoming increasingly
difficult. Data science is required to transform big data into useful, valuable information. Data
science is driven by practical problems and involves finding relevant data, data preparation,
data analysis, and data visualisation. The first of these includes many data identification
processes, including manual and automated search, but also approaching data owners to
identify possible data sources and negotiating the costs and conditions for its use. The
heterogeneous data produced by the search process usually means the various data sets are
incomplete and inconsistent, sometimes requiring considerable data cleaning work in the data
preparation stage. Following this, the data can be presented to a wide variety of analytic
programs in the data analysis phase. Analysis can involve establishing statistical distributions
and relationships, building models to investigate systems, including mathematical and agent
based modeling, and increasing the use of deep-learning techniques. The applications-driven
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nature of data science means that visualization is extremely important for understanding the
output of the applications stage, and communicating the results to clients and stakeholders. In
other words, data engineering is as important as data science.
Data science covers a wide variety of hard and soft knowledge and skills, and data-science
education has become a very dynamic area in the last few years with data scientist
commanding more than twice average incomes. The hard skills include programming in a
variety of high- and low-level experience with platforms and software, including Hadoops and
the Amazon and Apache families of platform software, mathematical and statistical modeling,
machine learning, and so on. Essential soft skills include team working, independence and selfdirection, enthusiasm, and the ability to work in fast-moving environments, and so on.
Given the enormous potential value to be abstracted from data using new state-of-the-art
methods, there is great demand for data science education. For example, in the U.K. there are
more than 100 master’s courses lasting one year with fees in the order of 8,000-15,000 pounds.
Also the are many commercial boot camps giving intense data science education over a period
of a few months for fees up to 15,000 pounds for residential courses. Worldwide there are
many MOOCs (massive open online courses) in many areas relevant to data science, where
these may be free or subject to fees in the order of 50 to a few hundred dollars.
Many organizations do not have data science departments and are unaware of the added value
that data science can bring. Apart from highly trained data scientists there is need for the “data
science bridge person,” someone from the business side of an organization trained to know
enough about data science to be able to hold productive conversations with specialists, either
within or without their organizations. Currently there is no education for this requirement. The
Da.Re. project is creating a blended course of 80 hours online education followed by 70 hours
face-to-face education learning how to apply their technical knowledge to practical case-study
problems [8].

The Limitations of Big Data, AI, and Deep Learning
After nearly a decade, big data continues to attract great interest, as its added value becomes
better understood. However, the harvest of low hanging fruit of big data is over and new
challenges lie ahead. Although very impressive, what can be achieved with cutting edge
technologies such as deep learning has been achieved and future progress in this area will be
more incremental. Artificial intelligence (AI) caused great interest in the 1970s and 1980s, but
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fell short of the claimed benefits. Despite great achievements such as Big Blue beating the
world champion chess player in 1996 the gap between machine intelligence and human
intelligence remains immense. Deep learning through neural networks has also resulted in
astonishing achievements including the advertisements spookily targeted at the user as part of
the implicit Faustian pact they make with the suppliers of “free” web services. However, the
difference between deep learning and human learning and analysis is also immense. The reason
is that the underlying computational models are not rich enough to represent the complexities
of the systems being investigated. Put simply, we have no reliable science of multilevel social
and economic systems and it is unlikely that such a science will emerge from the current
generation of AI supported neural networks operating on massive digital data sets.

Data Privacy
Abuse of personal data is a problem that has been tackled head-on by the European
Commission. On May 25, 2018 a new directive was implemented across Europe known as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) The benefits for citizens include: protection of and
tools for gaining control of one's personal data, strengthening citizens' rights and building trust,
a "right to be forgotten" easier access to one's data, the right to know when one's data has
been hacked, data protection by design and by default, and stronger enforcement of the rules
[9].

Conclusion
We shall conclude with a few departing, warning thoughts:
•

The major proportion of researchers are pushing positive, beneficial, and optimistic
outcomes of big data research, while downplaying possible misuses and manipulations.
In particular, big commercial companies are amassing troves of private data claiming no
interest in personal details, while in reality selling, exchanging, or misusing such data.
One can easily imagine what would happen if medical, financial, and behavioral data
fused for the targeted individual fell into hands of bankers, insurers, politicians, or
criminals. Mayhem would follow, no doubt.
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•

Significant marketing money is spent on big data publicity claiming some major
breakthrough may happen once we deploy advancing AI algorithms on big data troves.
However, recent research disclosed only one project in six is put in production and used.
Therefore, one should carefully consider all aspects before launching big data project—
the failure rate is pretty high.

•

Thinking about big data fed from the forthcoming big IoT infrastructures with huge
streams of real-world data, one should especially consider avoidance of the big brother
infrastructure enabling surveillance at unprecedented levels, depth, and size. Having
thought about benefits, we should always consider possible creation of the monster
that could be used against our will or original intention. Will regulatory initiatives such
GDPR be strong enough to counter such challenges?

•

Data science is essential to find and extract the enormous latent value of digital data.
Data science as it exists today is limited by the range of techniques and software
currently in use. The future lies in new science and engineering that can go far beyond
the current limitations of AI, deep learning, and human-computer interaction. There are
reasons to be optimistic.

Big data will bring some big benefits in the future, but combining it with big AI (advanced,
efficient algorithms) and big IoT (omnipresent, always connected) devices brings several big
challenges. These must be carefully addressed and properly resolved for the future benefit of
humanity. The future of big data is very human, and if we are wise it can help us face the
challenges ahead and improve global social and economic well being.
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